Thank you,
Buddy’s All Stars,
for the Stellar
Recommendation!
ONEBurbank is a suite of BWP fiber optic services offered to
Burbank businesses looking for exceptionally fast and reliable
bandwidth. ONEBurbank rolled out in December 2010 and
customers continue to sign up for the popular service.

Over the past 32 years, I’ve watched
Buddy’s All Stars Inc. grow from a
two person operation into a major
athletic team sales player in California
and Arizona. We outfit college, high
school and Little League teams,
individuals, and everything and
everyone in between with uniforms
and equipment. For 5 of the last 6
years, Buddy’s has been voted the
Best Sporting Goods Store in Burbank!

a pleasure
“ It was
dealing with

professionals who
actually seemed
to care about our
needs and our
success!

essential to the growth of our
California and Arizona operations
and will no doubt play an even more
vital role as we expand to the rest
of the country. BWP also provided
us with a migration path for additional
bandwidth on an as needed basis to
support our special programs or
bandwidth peaks. Increasing
bandwidth with just a call to BWP is
a major plus compared to what the
competition offers.

We were having continuous issues
with our Internet provider and, after
ONE Burbank representatives Robert
experiencing several work-stopping
De Leon and John Cassidy guided us
“connectivity” issues, we checked
through the implementation stages
out BWP’s ONE Burbank fiber
flawlessly. The experience we had
offerings to compare capabilities and
working with BWP staff, from Robert
Louis Talamantes,
costs. Determining that BWP could
and John to the guys pulling the
President, Buddy’s All Stars
meet our requirements, we replaced
cable, was second to none. It was a
our old copper based services with fiber optics.
pleasure dealing with professionals who actually care
about our needs and our success!
It turned out to be a GREAT decision. We have not
had one day of downtime since the implementation
We welcome Buddy’s All Stars as another satisfied
and BWP’s committed upstream and downstream
ONE Burbank customer! Visit their website at
speeds are consistent, putting our old service provider
buddysallstars.com for more information.
to shame. The ONE Burbank fiber service has proven

”

